Visiting Professor Program
Academic year 2021/2022

DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES, LITERATURES AND MODERN CULTURES
TEACHING COMMITMENT: 48 hours

COURSE TITLE
Spanish Language (second) for LM-38

TEACHING PERIOD
2nd term

SCIENTIFIC AREA
Sciences of antiquity, philological-literary and historical-artistic.

LANGUAGE USED TO TEACH
Spanish

COURSE SUMMARY
Linguistic varieties of Spanish in different types of texts
• Culture tourism (in past and currently).
• Hispanic intangible heritage.
• Spanish language: Textual genres and textual types.
• Spanish language in expository and argumentative text (UNESCO and other international institutions documents).
• Spanish lexical variety in the narrative (experiences, etc.).
• Spanish lexical variety in poetry (emotions, etc.).
• Spanish lexical variety in the description (landscape, etc.).
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
First, students will acquire the knowledge to recognize the lexicon of the varieties of the Spanish language; second, students will know to use the Spanish lexicon in the different types of text.

TUTORSHIP ACTIVITIES
Office and tutorial hours

LAB ACTIVITIES
N/A

OTHER ACTIVITIES BESIDES THE COURSE
N/A

VISITING PROFESSOR PROFILE
Native Spanish language.
PhD in Hispanic or Romance Philology.
Specialist in University Teaching.
International experience in teaching Spanish (language, culture, literature).
Author of publications in Spanish language.
Editorial experience.
Experience in organizing conferences and events.

CONTACT PERSON AT THE DEPARTMENT
Prof.ssa Maria Felisa Bermejo Calleja
felisa.bermejo@unito.it